
Goldwood PBIS  
EXPECTATIONS

We are RESPECTFUL We are RESPONSIBLE We are CARING We are SAFE

Goldwood Room

- Be courteous
- Be accountable for your actions and 
choices

- Reach out to students needing a 
place to sit - Communicate any spill to staff

- Use appropriate volume and language - Keep food in designated areas - Use kind words - Stay in designated areas

-Listen and follow adult directions - Throw trash away - Be polite to those around you
- Keep hands, feet, and food to 
yourself

- Raise hand when help is needed - Collect belongings - Clean table and floor, if needed

Hallway

- Use appropriate volume and language - Go directly to destination - Be patient and helpful - Walk with purpose
- Keep hands, feet, and objects to 
yourself

- Look forward and be aware of others 
in front of you - Value others' property

- Communicate unsafe conditions to 
staff

- Maintain personal space - Be polite to those around you - Use walking feet

Classroom

- Use appropriate language - Be prepared for class - Encourage and help others
- Report unsafe situations or 
conditions

- Participate in class
- Be responsible for classroom and 
personal materials

- Embrace differences in yourself and 
others

- Know emergency procedures and 
take practice seriously

- Completion of classroom 
assignments and activities in a timely 
manner - Be patient - Keep hands and feet to self

- Be kind - Maintain personal space

Restroom

- Be respectful of others privacy - Keep a clean environment - Be patient
- Report unsafe situations or 
conditions

- Keep hands, feet, and objects to 
yourself

- Wash and dry hands. Throw paper 
towels in trash can. - Be polite to those around you - Alert an adult if someone is in need

-Use appropiate language - Return to class in a timely manner - Keep hands, feet and objects to self
- Use bathroom facilities appropriately

Bus

- Maintain personal space - Collect belongings when exiting bus - Be patient and helpful
- Report unsafe situations or 
conditions

- Listen and follow adult directions
- Be accountable for your actions and 
choices - Value others' property - Stay in designated seat

- Use appropriate volume and language - Be polite to those around you
- Do not distract driver while bus is in 
motion

- Be kind
- Keep hands, feet, and objects to 
yourself

Playground

- Be courteous - Listen for whistle - Invite others to play
- Report unsafe situations or 
conditions

- Follow playground rules - Line up when directed - Take turns and share - Use play equipment as intended
- Use equipment the right way - Be kind - Keep mulch on ground

- Keep hands, feet, and objects to self
- Walking feet on mulch

Assemblies

- Listen silently to the the speaker - Maintain control of your body - Be polite to the speaker - Hands and feet to your self

- Respectful applause 
- Sit by someone you can make good 
choices next to - Be polite to those around you

- Look for your teacher when assembly 
is over

- Sit on bottoms


